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Generalized Standard Algebras* 
K. I). SW.WS 
Alternative algebras and (commutative) Jordan algebras have been, with 
Lie algebras, the nonassociative algebras which have been most extensively 
studied. Finite-dimensional alternative algebras and (commutative) Jordan 
algebras show remarkable similarities in their structure, leading one to seek 
a common generalization. The class of noncommutativc Jordan algebras is 
too broad a generalization, since as basic a theorem as the \I:edderburn 
principal theorem is not valid for this class. 
In 1948 A. A. Albert defined the class of standard algebras, including all 
associative and (commutative) Jordan algebras. The basic structure theorems 
are valid for finite-dimensional standard algebras of characteristic I- 2 
WI; PI; [14; [171). 
In this paper we define the class of generalized standard algebras bg 
conditions (i)-(v) below. All alternativc algebras and standard algebras of 
characteristic f  2 are generalized standard algebras. 11:e define the radical of 
a finite-dimensional generalized standard algebra to be its maximal nilpotent 
(.:: nil ~~- solvable) ideal, and prove that any semisimplc generalized standard 
algebra is a direct sum of simple ideals which are either alternative or 
(commutative) Jordan algebras. \Vc also prove the Wedderburn principal 
theorem for generalized standard algebras. ‘I’hese results have been announced 
in [18]. 
Let ‘!I be a nonassociative algebra over a field F. IVe shall assume throughout 
that F has characteristic $ 2. We denote by (x, -y, z) the associator 
(a, y, z) -my (xy) ,” - x(yz) 
x This research was supported by National Science Foundation grant (;I’-8621. 
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of any three elements m, y, x of ‘LI, and by [x, y] the commutator 
[x,y] = xy -yx 
of any two elements of ‘?l. \Ve shall write 
H(x, y, z) = (x, y, z) + (y, 2, x) -I- (z, s, y). 
For any x in Vl, we denote by R, the T&ht multiplication 
R,:a+ax =aR, for all a in \?I, 
and by L, the left multiplication 
L, : a ---f xa = aL, for all a in 91. 
A derivation D of rZI is a linear operator on ?I satisfying 
(xy) D = (xD) y  + x(yD) 
for all x, y  in ?I or, equivalently, 
R , 01 = R,, for all x in VI. 
As is well known, ?I is alternative in case 
(x, x, y) = 0 and (y, .\‘, x) = 0 
(1) 
(2) 
for all x’, y  in ?I. The Theorem of Artin ([16], Theorem 3.1) implies that any 
alternative algebra ?I satisfies the j?exibZe lazu 
(x, y, x) == 0 (3) 
for all x, y  in ?I, and also the Jordan identity 
(x, y, 9) = 0 (4) 
for all x, y  in ?I. The linearized form of (3) is 
(x7 Y, 4 = -(G Y, 4 (5) 
for all x, y, z in 91. Since the three terms on the right hand side of (1) are 
equal in an alternative algebra ([16], p. 27), we have 
f-f@, Y, 2) = 3(x, y, z) (6) 
in any alternative algebra. 
‘21 is a standard algebra in case 
and 
(x,3’, WZ) + (qy, ‘22) -I- (z&y, WX) = 0 (8) 
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for all 7~, x, y, z in r)I; we also assume that the Jordan identity (4) is satisfied 
in a standard algebra in case ‘!I is of characteristic 3. (Clearly (8) implies (4) 
if the characteristic is + 3.)\\:e put z =~- .u in (7) to see that any standard algebra 
is flexible. I\loreovcr, (7) is equivalent to the statement that, for any element 2 
in !21, 
D =-- R3 --L, (9) 
is a derivation of ‘21. Flexibility and (7) imply that 
H(s, y, z) =: 0 (10) 
in any standard algebra. &Te have already remarked that any commutative 
Jordan algebra (that is, a commutative algebra satisfying (4)) is a standard 
algebra. 
We define a generalized standard algebra over a field F of characteristic # 2 
to be a nonassociative algebra Yt over F in which the following five conditions 
are satisfied: 
(i) VI is flexible; 
(ii) H(x, y, a) x = N(x, y, X2.z) for all X, y, z in \L[; 
(iii) (x, y, wz) + (w, y, xx) + (2, y, xw) = [x, (w, z, y)] + (x, w, [y, xl) 
for all u), x’, y, z in (21; 
(iv) if F has characteristic 3, the Jordan identity (4) is satisfied in 21; 
(v) D,,, -z [L, , L,] $ [L, , R,] + [R, , R,] is a derivation of ‘u for 
all X, y  in (21; this assumption is equivalent to the identity 
?‘(x(wz)) -- x(y(wz)) + (x, wz,?‘) + ((ZL’Z) x)y - ((wz)y) s 
: [y(xw) - .Y(?‘ZL!) $ (s, w,y) -; (w’“)y - (zcy) x] .z 
-/- w[y(sa) - s(p) + (s, z,y) -7 (m)y -- (zy) x] 
for all w, q y, z in ‘?I. 
(11) 
Except to remark that (i) and (iii) are each independent of the other 
axioms, we leave open the question of the independence of the axioms 
(i)-(v). Any algebra, where all products of four elements (no matter how 
associated) are 0, satisfics (ii)-(v). I,et ‘11 be an algebra over F with basis 
ur , uf , ~a , uq and multiplication table ur’ 2*, , ulue -= ~.+a L-= 2~~ , all other 
products 0. Then 91 is not flexible: (ul , ur , ~a) -1 (~1:~) ur , ur) ~-- u1 f  0, 
whereas every product of four elements in Y[ is 0. Hence (i) is independent 
of the other axioms. Also any Lie algebra clearly satisfies (i), (iv) and (v). 
Since (9) is a derivation in any Lie algebra, we have (lo), and therefore (ii), 
in any Lie algebra. Bq: Theorem 4 below, any Lie algebra which is not 
nilpotent (for example, anp simple Lie algebra) provides an exampie that (iii) 
is independent of the other axioms. 
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THEOREM 1. Let ?I be either an alternative algebra OY a standard algebra. 
Then 91 is a generalized standard algebra. 
Proof. In both cases it remains to verify (ii), (iii) and (v). Let 91 be alter- 
native. Now the idemit\ 
(x, y, z) x : (x, y, ST) (12) 
is valid in Yl ([3], (2.13)). Hence (6) and (12) imply (ii). Define 
f(W, x, y, 2) = (ws,y, x) - (x, y, 2) w - x(w,y, 2) (13) 
in !?I as in ([3], (2.7)). Then flexibility and (13) imply that 
(x,y, WZ) + (WY, .=“) _L (&Y, xw) - [x, (w, z, Y)l - (? w’, iy, zl) 
= - (wz, y, x) - (xvz, y, w) - (ws, y, z) + ([ea, x], y, 2) 
- [x, (w, 2 I r)I + ([Y, 4, w> 4 
-= -f(W, z, y, x) - (2, y, x) w - z(w, y, x) -f(.? z, y, 7-g 
- (z,y, w) N - z(x,y, w) - (s,y, 2) w - s(w.y, z) - [x, (w, z,y)] 
-0 
by ([3], Lemma 2.1). Hence (iii) is valid in ?I. Also (v) is satisfied ([16], p. 77). 
I f  %!I is a standard algebra, (10) implies (ii). Also (8) and the identit!, 
(%Y, [x, 4) = 0 (141 
in any standard algebra ([17], (6)) imply that the left side of (iii) is 0. Since 
[x, (w, 2, y)] == 0 (15) 
in any standard algebra ([/7], (35)), identities (14) and (15) imply that the 
right side of (iii) is also 0. By ([17], (31) and (32)) we have 
iL ,&I + WI 9 %I 4 i&r > 41 = %,,I - L[,,,I + 3[L, , 41 (16) 
in any standard algebra. Also by ([17], Theorem 1) we know that [L, , I?,,] is 
a derivation of the standard algebra 91. Hence (16) is a derivation of VI, 
since (9) is. 
COROLLARY. Any commutative Jordan algebra is a generalized standard 
algebra. 
A noncommutative jordan algebra 41 is a flexible algebra in which the Jordan 
identity (4) is satisfied. It is known that any such algebra ?I is power- 
associative ([14], p. 473). Also the algebra 91- in which multiplication is 
defined bv 
x . y  L gxy + ys), x, y  in ?I, (17) 
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is a commutative Jordan algebra. \\‘c shall use the fact that, for any .Y in a 
noncommutativc Jordan algebra, I?,, , L,C and LL1 generate a commutative 
(associative) algebra containing all K,,; and I,,., for li 1, 2, 3,... ([?I, p. 574; 
[a p. 944). 
'I'IIEOREM 2. .-liry generalkeil standard a&bra is a nom-onmutative Jorctatl 
algebra. 
I’voof. It remains only to verify (4) in cast the characteristic is # 3. Put 
zL’--: 2’ in (iii) to obtain 
3(.X, y, x’) ~~ -x(y, s, x) ~- (x, .I-, y) 32 AL (x, .L.,ys) -+ (xy, 5, x) 
:~ -x(yx) x y- ,x(yx”) - (.x’y) x -J x(xy) x 
+ .I?‘( yx) -- x(xeyx) + (xyx) x - (xy) x’: 
= -(x,y, .v”) - (sZ,y, ,x) 
-0 
by flexibility. 
COROLLARY. .4ny generalized standard algebra i.c power-associative. 
Clearly any homomorphic image of a generalized standard algebra is one 
also. It is a routine matter to verify that, if BI is a generalized standard 
algebra, then ?IK is a generalized standard algebra for any scalar extension K, 
and also that adjunction of an identity element 1 yields a generalized standard 
algebra. 
-1s a generalization of the identity (14) for standard algebras, w-e have 
(=‘,Y, L-5 4) + (Y, w, l.5 4) = 0 (18) 
for all w, s, y, s in a generalized standard algebra. For u-e interchange y  and w 
in (iii), and add, using flexibility, to obtain 
(X, y, ZW) + (,V, W, Zy) + (W, JJ, X2) -.- (Z, JJ, XW) 
.I- (y, w, .m) + (z, w, .xy) --: 0. (19) 
Interchange x and z in (19), and subtract, to obtain (18). iVe note that (18) is 
equivalent to 
(.l-, .2’, [Y, ZI) 0 (20) 
for all s, y, x in a generalized standard algebra. 
Using flexibility, we rewrite (iii) as 
(s, y, wz) - (xx, y, 20) - (SW, y, z) = [s, (w, z, y)] + (.x, w, [y, z]), (21) 
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which yields 
R,R,,., - R,(,,.,, - R,R,R,i> + R&w - 4.Rt,R, L R,,R,, 
=== R( rw,z.io - kr,:.i,) + RwR,,,,, - R,.,,.,, (22) 
for all TL’, y, z in any generalized standard algebra %!I, and also 
R(L,., - L&J - L,, + fq,L,, - LtR,R - Rw) 
= (RzR, - &,)(I,,: - R,J -t- [L,. , R,,,,,l (23) 
for all .x, y, 9 in 91. Similarly, (iii) may be rewritten as 
(.I?, y, ZLZ) ~.,- (w, y, xz) - (xq y, z) -- [x, (70, z, y)] + (x, w, [y, x)], 
yielding 
I,,“L,., - I,,“L,L,, + L,L,,s, - IJ,L&,,. - L(,,,.), + L,L,,, 
= [L,,. > kI(L - R,) + (4, - Rv)(Lx - LwLJ (24) 
for all w, ,x, y  in any generalized standard algebra 8I. Then (22) implies that 
2RZ3 - 3RzR, + Rza = 0 (25) 
for all Y in any generalized standard algebra 91, while (24) and (20) imply 
2L,” - 3L,L,, -t Ls3 = 0 (26) 
as follows. Since (3) implies [Lx , R,] = 0, (24) yields 
-2Ls” + 3L,L$ - Lz, -= (L, ~ R,)(L,, -Lz2). 
Puttingy = sin (20),we have (x, x, [x, z]) = 0, or (L, - R,)(Lrz - Ls2) =:= 0. 
Hence (26) holds in any generalized standard algebra 91. 
2. NILALGEBRAS 
-1 nonassociative algebra YI is called solvable in case PI(‘) = 0 for some k, 
where YI(i) is defined recursively by 
91(“) = 91, q[‘it” = (gp)z (27) 
VI is called nilpotent in case there exists an integer t such that every product 
of t elements of %, no matter how associated, is 0. Clearly any nilpotent 
a!gebra is solvable. 
X power-associative algebra \LI is called a nilalgebva in case every element 
of b?I is nilpotent. It is our purpose in this section to prove that any finite- 
dimensional generalized standard nilalgebra is nilpotcnt (Theorem 4). 
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I f  !B is a subalgebra of a nonassociative algebra $3, we denote by %* the 
associative enveloping algebra of the right and left multiplications of ‘!I 
which correspond to elements of !B. 21* is a subalgebra of the multiplication 
algebra !lJj(al) ([16], p. 14). 
THEOREM 3. Let 53 be a finite-dimensiorzal sokxzble subal,ebua qf u gener- 
alized standard algebra 91 over F. Then B* is nilpotent. 
Proof. Our proof is modelled on that of =Ubet-t for- standard algebras 
([2], p. 577). I f  23 # 0, then 233/2V (+ 0) has a basis of cosets 
VI t Gp , v2 -+ $32 ,..., V,,) f  23i”, and (f :-: fir2 I- ... + E:c,,, ; !p 
is a proper (solvable) subalgebra of 23. Also c : zi E K is an element such 
that 9 = Fv + 0. Our proof of the theorem is by induction on the dimension 
of %. Clearly the result is true for 23 0, so we may assume for the solvable 
algebra 0: above that K* is nilpotent: (C*‘)L _ 0. 1Yrite 
-\z, zz B*c* + c-“, (28) 
and observe that 5 is a subalgebra of !M(!!I). It is sufficient to show that 
&%A E 5 (S = L or R) (29) 
for all x, y, z in 23. For then, since 5 is an algebra, (‘%*)3 C ,I,, which implies 
that (!?3*)4 C ?B*K*. This is the case i = 1 of 
(c5*)3i+lc ~H*(~:")', (30) 
Assuming (30), we have (!B*)ai p4 _C (%v)“(K”)’ !Z 23*(K-)z+1, as desired. Then 
(&*)Jc = 0 implies (23*)3P-l-1 x 0, B * is nilpotent. It remains to prove (29). 
Every product S,S,S, of three right or left multiplications corresponding 
to elements of 23 = Fz f  0 may be expressed as a linear combination of 
products S,S$‘, where each of a, 5, c is either in K or equal to ‘2. Since 
23’ C K, (22) implies that 
I~~&!,Z = R&R, f  WV, (31) 
is in $ for all x, y, z in $23. Kow R,R,R, is in $5 if zz is in K, and 
R,R,R, = Hr.,S, - R,R,R, is in Sj if x is in K. Also H,,,,,,,. = 2R,R,R, is 
in $j. Hence 
R&R; E jj (32) 
for all x, y, z in 23. Next (24) implies that 
Jw,z = L&L, f  Jv,L, 
- -EL , RJR, ~ L,) + (4, - 4,) L,L, mod 8. (33) 
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NowL,L,L, is in !Fj if ,a is in K. If  x is in 6, thenL.JL,L, = Jz,Y,Z - L,L,L, ST 0 
(mod 6) by (33). Also (19) and flexibility imply that 
-- (xc, y, s) - (zy, w, x) + (w, y, x.2) 
~ (xw, y, 2) + (y, ZL’ ) xx) - (xy, 28, z) =- 0, 
viclding 
- 4VW,t - 4,) - K&J% - L) -k L&w - &L) 
--L(,,,), i- L,L,.,,. -7 L,(L& -L,L,) -L(,,,,, -kL,L,, = 0 (34) 
for all ZL’, .Y, y  in YI. Then (32) and (34) imply that LJL,L, =1 -L,rL,L,g 
(mod $) for all x, y, N” in 2!+. Hence, if y  is in K, LJL,L, = -LJL,L, = 0 
(mod -5). There remains the case where .X -: y  = z = z’. Then L,” is in $j 
by (26). Hence 
L&J‘, E % (35) 
for all X, y, z in 23. By (5) flexibility may be written as 
L,., - 4,L = 4, - R,Rz (36) 
for all .Y, y  in 9I or, equivalently, as 
[L, ,&I = K >&I (37) 
for all x, 2 in $2. Hence R,L,L, = R,(L,, - R,, + R,R,) is in J3 for all X, y, z 
in %3 by (36) and (32), while L,R,R, = L,(R,, -L,, + L,L,) is in sj for 
all x, y, z in 23 by (36) and (35). Hence 
W&, E b, U,Rz E % (38) 
for all .r, y, u” in 8. In order to verify (29), it remains to consider products 
WV, , -LLR, , &4,R, > L&L, . 
Xow Dz,z/ = [L, , L,] + [L, , R,] + [R, , R,] is a derivation by axiom (v). 
Hence (2), (32) and (38) imply that 
-[Lz >L,l R, + RzL,R, - R,R,L, t R,L,R,, E sj (3% 
for all X, y, z in 23. We wish to prove that 
&R&z E % (40) 
for all x, y, z in 23 = Fv -t 0. Suppose that both x and y  are in CC. Then (39) 
implies (40). -41~0, if z is in C, then (40) holds. Therefore it is necessary to 
consider only products RxR,L, , R,R,L, . Actually it is necessary to consider 
only the first of these, for 
[R, >%lLz~Sj (41) 
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for all X, y, z in B, as may be seen as follows. By (38) the left side of (23) is 
in 5, and we have 
WW,. -t- R&c - R,,L, t 5 (42) 
for all x,y, z in %3 by (32). Now (36) impliesL,cZv) - L,,L, = Rc~.J~ -- R,,R, , 
or 
L,,L, x~ R;,R, mod S:, (43) 
for all X, y, z in 23. Then (42) and (43) imply that 
VW, t- L, - 4,z)Lr~Sj (44) 
for all X, y, z in 23. Also (36) implies 
VW -i+ La, - R,z)L,~3j (45) 
for all s, y, z in %3 by (35). Subtracting (45) from (44), we have (41). We shall 
prove (40) now for the Casey = a = “3. If  also x --_ U, then Rv2L, = L,Ru2 E & 
by flexibility and (38). Otherwise we may take zc in K. Then (41) (37) and 
(38) imply that, modulo &, we have 
R,R,L, s R,RAL, = R,(L,R, $ L,R, - R,L,) 
:= R,L,R, = (LTRZI + L,R, - R&JR, =< -R,L,R, = -R,R,L, . 
Hence R,R,L, is in $j, as desired. We have shown that (40) holds for all x, y, z 
in %. 
Now (42), (37) and (36) imply that, modulo Sj, we have 
R,R,L, FE R,J+ - R,,R, GZ L,,R, - R,,R, EE (L& - R,R,) R, z LJL,R, 
by (32). Then (40) implies that 
L,L,R, E sj (46) 
for all X, y, x in B. Next (39), (40) and (46) imply that 
K s,lJ.z = R&R2 -j- R,L,R, 
is in !?J for all X, y, z in % and, as in the proof of (32), we have 
R,L,R, t $5 (47) 
for all x, y, z in !Z3. Also (33), (35) and (38) imply that L,R,L, + R,L,R, is 
in sj for all x, y, x in 9. Hence (47) implies that 
L.&L, E s:, 
for all x, y, z in ‘23. This completes the proof of (29) and of Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY. Let 9( be a (possibly ii~inite-dinzensional) generalized standard 
algebra, a?zd x be a rzilpotent elenzent of 91. Then R, is nilpotent. 
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Proof. Any nilpotent element x in $U generates a finite-dimensional 
nilpotent (associative) subalgebra 23 of ?I. Since 23 is solvable, Theorem 3 
implies that %* is nilpotent. Hence K, in %* is nilpotent. 
hVRIA I. Let B be a subalgebra of a generalized standard algebra “!I, and s 
be an element of 9l. I f  x%3 C 23 and Bx C 3, then 
x2B2 c ‘23 
(x223) !I3 c 23: 
232.2,” c !B, (48) 
%3(x%) c 23, (49) 
(x%)2 23 c ?B. (50) 
Proof. By Theorem 2 we have (,x2, y, X) = 0 for all X, y  in (!I. Partial 
linearization of this identitv vields _ - 
2(x * z, y, x) + (x2, ?‘, 2) = 0 (51) 
for all X, y, z in 2I, where x my is defined in (17). For nonempty subsets ‘$.$ 
D, % of 21, denote by ($3, Q %) th e subspace spanned by the associators 
(p, q, Y), p in ‘$3, p in Q r in 5%. Then (51) implies that 
(x2, q.3, Q c (x . cl, q3, x). (52) 
In particular, 
(x2,~,~)c(x’~,~,x)_c~. (531 
Xow (iii) implies (x, x, 232) C (%, x,x23) + [cc, (23, 23, x)] + (x, 9, [x, 231) c ‘3. 
Hence x2B2 C (x, X, 232) + x(x%~) C 23, while 
?B??? c (232, x, x) + (2%) x c (x, f ,  232) + !I3 = 23, 
implying (48). Then (x2%) 23 C (x2, 23, !8) + .v2’%’ C 23 by (53) and (48). In 
any flexible algebra the identity 
[x * y, 21 = [x, z] * y  + s * [y, 2x1 (54) 
holds ([16], p. 146). Hence [x2, b] = [X * X, b] = 2.~ . [x, b] for all b in !U, 
implying [x2, B] = x * [x, B] C %. Then 
!B(xsB) c iqx2, B] + 23(23x2) c !a + (23, 23, x2) + LB?9 
-:= (,x2, !B, 23) +- !I3 = 23 
by (48) and (53), implying (49). Finally, (52) and (49) imply that 
(“?23)2 !B c [(x2, 23, x223) + x2(23(x%))] 23 c (x . (S’B), 23, x) 23 + (x223) 23 
since [Lz2 , L, + R,] = 0 in the noncommutative Jordan algebra 91. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
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THEOREM 4. dn~l finite-dimensional generalized standard nilalgebra 5?l is 
nilpotent. 
Z’~orjf. 1\‘e shall prove by induction on the dimension of CI that 91 is 
solvable. Then Theorem 3 implies that BI* is nilpotent. Since a necessary 
and sufficient condition that YI be nilpotent is that VI* be nilpotent (C/6], 
Theorem 2.4) this sufiices to prove the theorem. 
If 91 is generated by a single element, then the commutative associative 
algebra ?I is nilpotent (hence solvable). Therefore, in our inductive proof 
that VI is solvable, we ma!- take a maximal proper subalgebra % 1 0 of YI 
and know that 8 is solvable. Theorem 3 implies that ($*)” = 0 for some 
positive Y. If  % is an ideal of YI, t!ren W8* (I ?3 and VI!% is a nilalgebra of 
lower dimension, hence solvable. Since !8 and ?t/!?3 are both solvable, then ?I 
is solvable ([16], Proposition 2.2). Hence we may assume that WB* is not 
contained in !B. But ?I(%*)’ -= 0 L %, so there exists a least integer nz 2 
such that VI(!8*)l~i L 23. Since ‘!t(%“)+i is not contained in 23, there exists 
s E ?l(!8*)V’-1 such that .X 6 %, sL!~~ C $3. i\;ow x23* L \%! is equivalent to 
~23 C %, ‘13.~ C B. Hence we may apply Lemma 1. 
Since, for any s in the noncommutative Jordan algebra 91, the enveloping 
algebra of Rz , L2 , Lt2 contains Rzk and Lzr; for all K = 1, 2, 3,..., we may 
conclude, whenever !Ez C r?3, -8 C 8 and $23 C %, that &3 C ?Z%, ‘23~” C L!3 
for all k ~~~ I, 2, 3 ,... . \Ve apply this to x above. If  X% C B, then z : .1: 6 5, 
z% C !3, 23)z” C 23 for k =- I, 2, 3 ,... . 
existib in %3 such that y  
If  ~~23 is not contained in 8, there 
.Gb $ %. Lemma 1 implies that y23 C !!3, !?3y C 23, 
y?!? L %. Hence u” = y  @ L8 implies u -“?8 C 5-8, !&zL’ C ‘?3. In both cases we have 
z $23 with ~5% C ‘23, C!W C !8 for ail kl 1, 2, 3 ,... . Since !Z3 is a marimal 
proper subalgebra of ?I, the subalgebra of 5J1 generated by 23 and x is %!I itself. 
But then zzC?!i C !-?3, !W; L 5!3 for h :~~ 1, 2, 3,... implies that % is an ideal of 91, 
a contradiction. Hence \!I is solvable. This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
As in ([16], pp. 31-32) Theorem 4 implies that in any finite-dimensional 
generalized standard algebra 91 there exists a unique maximal nilpotent 
(= solvable F- nil) ideal 91 of ?I. M’e call !ll the radicaZ of ‘21. Also 2I is called 
semisimple in case % mm 0. Then ‘%/!R is semisimple for any finite-dimensional 
generalized standard algebra dl. 
3. THE PEIRCE DECOMPOSITION 
We now derive the Peirce decomposition of any generalized standard 
algebra ?I relative to an idempotent e. This combines the features of the 
Peirce decompositions for alternative algebras ([16], pp. 32-33) and standard 
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algebras ([17], $2). Any finite-dimensional power-associative algebra ‘![, 
which is not a nilalgebra, contains an idempotent ([16], Proposition 3.3). 
‘THEOREM 5. Let 21 be a generalized standal-d algebra, and let e be my 
iriempotent in ?I. Then 21 has a Peirce decomposition (yector space direct sum) 
21 = ‘2Cl + ?I,, i- 9L i i + ‘!I,,, - \)I, (55) 
zvhere 
and 
21i = {x fz ‘21 1 ex = se = ix)-, i = 0, 1, 
21ji = (x E ‘Lz I ex = i,v, .x-e = jxjy i +j --. 1; i, j = 0, A, 1. 




NY = -y-t for all x, y  in l)I,j (i + j), (58) 
implyi?q 
$ = 0 for nil x it2 \?fcl (i #j). W 
Proof. Since ?I is a noncommutative Jordan algebra, we have a I’eirce 
decomposition 
21 = ?I, + 21; + 3,) 
relative to e, where 
21, = (.x E 21 ex 1- xe = sj. 
It is known ([9], p. 188) that !ULI, and 21, are orthogonal subalgebras of 91, and 
that 
?I,‘%, + ?I,?[, + %“?I, -t- Yl,%, c PI,. (60) 
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Kow (25) and (26) impI> 
(I<,, ~- I)(K,, - ;I) K, = 0 
and 
(I,,, - I)(&, --~ ;I)L,, = 0, 
so that ‘$1, is the vector space direct sum 
\Ve have established (55) and the inclusions in the four corners of the table 
(56). 1Ve shall verify now the first and last rows and columns of (56). 
For j 0, I, take x, E ?I, , y,, i- YI;, Flexibility implies 
(xi , e,y,,) == -(yti , e, .x,), or (j - i) x,yi, x 0. 
Since i + j, we have xjy,, -: 0 (i, j = 0, 1). Similarlv,y,,x, -: 0 (;,j : 0, 1). 
Hence 
?IjSij = %,,“I, 0 (i, j = 0, 1). (64 
Now (e, J,~, xj) == -(s, , yLj , e) 0 since xjyij _-= 0. Hence e(yI,xj) = i(yl,sJ), 
implying yg3 E (‘21, f  ?l,,) n ‘?I, -= ?)I,j by (60) and (61). Similar]!;, 
siyij E ?I,, . Hence 
BIjjVlj C \!I,; , ‘!I,PI,, i, Ylcj (i, j == 0, 1). (63) 
Finally, put x == e, y  = sj E ‘!Ij (j --- 0, I), z E ?I,! in axiom (ii): 
lZ(e, xj , 2) e = JH(e, sj , z), u” E ?I1 f  . (64) 
\Vrite ,xjc ~~ b 6,,, +- h , , ~+- h,,l 1~~ (61) and (60). Then . .’ 
fl( e, sj , u -) = (P, sj ) 2) 1 (xj , J, e) ~- (,xi , e, z) -= [h, e] =- h,, - hl,, , 
so that (64) implies h,, ~~ b,,, = 0, or x,z -= h E ‘!I, i . \Ve have proved the 
first part of 
dIi?l ! J c PI 1 , ) __ 21 VI !, ,?‘Ij C 9IlL .~ 2 (j = 0, 1). __ 
‘I’hen flexibility implies the second part of (65): since j f  4, 
(65) 
(- , e, Xi) ---- -(.Y; ) e, 2) for z E VI 1 i 21 
implies mj == x,z E \21,% fi _ . ii LYc have verified the first and last rows r ‘)[ 
and columns of (56). 
Put w = 2’ -- e x == .I‘,, E ?‘I,, ) z Y,,.~ t !X;,! in (21) to obtain 
(I .- j)(j ~ kj ~,~y,,i -- ((~v,)ri,.i) e) e t (slJyi7) P -z 0. Let 
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Then 
(I ~- j)( j - k)(a, ~- a,,, f  n,), --t u,,) -t ((I - j)( j ~ h) - 3)~ 1 t z 0, (66) 
xvhich implies 
‘91, ,a,, = 0, 1 2 9, IPI”, = 0. >A (67) 
Then flexibility implies 
81,,,91 b!, = 0, ‘!I,,,‘zI I I -L 0. __ 12 (68) 
For, if y  E ?I,? and j f  4, we have (,x’,~ , e, y) ~~ -(y, e, stj), implying 
(j -- 1) X(jY _ (i -- gp,, = 0 by (67). 
\Ve have verified the table (56) except for the five cases ‘!If,?Ikl where 
(I --,j)(j ~ h) m= 0. For these cases (66) implies that a+; = 0, so that 
Y[,,‘)I,., c ‘!I, + a,,, -I- ‘II,,, T ‘!I” . (69) 
Also in these cases 
rn = i - j -I 13 - 1 
has one of the values 2, 0, -2. Put x = e, y  = .Z,.i E VI!;, z = yIL1 E 41JLL in 
axiom (ii): 
H(e, xij , y,J e -2 kH(e, xri , yal). (70) 
tlirite sljyi,L ~= a = a, + al,, 1 a,, + n, 13~ (69). Then 
lf(e, s,, , Yir) -= (e, .yfj Y Yi.l) t (.y,j t Y/,.2 T e) - Cs,i , e, Y/CL) zz ma -I-- a01 - “10 . 
Xow (70) implies that 
(12 - 1) ma, + k(wz - I) a,, + (k -- l)(wz + 1) a,,, mi-- KVZU,, = 0. (71) 
If  1~ -p 2, then i = k = 1, j =m 1 -= 0, and (71) implies \)I,,YI,, C ?I, + ?I,,, . 
I f  V/ := -2, then i ~= k = 0,j -: I 1, and (71) implies 41,,‘!1,, C VI, + ?I,, _ 
These give the partial results 
‘![,,a ,, c ‘?I, -+ ?‘I,, (i +j; i, j ~= 0, I). (72) 
Tf nz em: 0, then (71) implies 
--ka,, I- (k - 1) a,, -= 0. (73) 
If  i j =- 12 ~~2 I = i, (73) implies 
91; $1 I> 1 c ?I, $- BI, __! 
as in table (56). Otherwise we have either i = I .:= 0, j = k -: 1 or i = 1 :-I 1~ 
j =- k = 0. Then (73) implies the partial results 
?1,j91j; _C ?li + ‘!l;j + PIj (i f j; i, j = 0, 1). (74) 
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\Vrite ,y,,yLj m=- c c, : c,, 3s in (72). ‘I-hen (,x!, , e, y,,j 43 I, ) e, -y,,) 
implies (58) since i +j, ory,,slj -= c, -- c,, Also 
(,G , 3’,, , e) -~ (p, J’,, 1 .\‘, ) 
implies c, =: 0 since i --,j. That is, -\,,J’~~ :m c,, E “I,, , 01 
\)1,,?i,,, L \‘I,,, , \!1,,,?1”, i \‘I,,, 
as in table (56). Finall!-, w&z s,,~‘,,~ 0, ~~ a,; a, 3s in (74). Also 
Yj$,j 1 b, f  b”), * 6, hv (74). Then (,Y. , J‘, , P) -cc>, J’,, , ,Y,,) irnl)licS 
6, -i n,j -;- aj := 0 since i z.;. Hence a,, 0, -=- 0, LY,,J’i, 0, t “I, , 01 
‘!i,,,q,, 2 !-II, ) \!I,,,\‘1 10 ‘, “I 0 
This completes the verification of table (56). l;or x’, ~9 in 3 i k . (56) impiies that 
sy and ye are in PI, -j \!I,, Then fle\ribi!it!- gives (A, J, c>j (e, F, ,x) 0, 
implying (57). T%re have earlier proved (58), u hich implies (59). 
In 94 we shall need 
LEMMA 2. Let e be an idempotent in a generalized standmd algebt-u g1. 
Tllen the ideal J of 91 which is generated by the Peiuce space ?I g k is 
J = a,, T YL,,‘LL,, i- Q[,(‘u+,?I1lj t \?I,(‘U,,?I,jj. (7% 
Proof. Clearly it is sufficient to prove that 3 is an idcal of VI. \Ve first 
show that J is a left ideal of ‘3. Now (56) irn ies that 41’21; : L- J. In order pl 
to show that ‘11(‘21; *PI: ;j C ,7, it is suficient b;; (56) to prove 
?tij(ar; $I; 1) Lag 0 (i 7~: .j; i, j -:- 0, 1 j. (76) 
Put u: E FIL1 , x = e, y  E ?I,, , 22 x E ?I:; in axiom (iii) to obtain 
(e,y, v;z) = -[e, (y, 2, 20jj (77) 
by flexibility and (56). Then (77) implies (76) by (56), since i f-j. In order 
to show that (L[(%,(d1;;91~;)) C 3 (i 0, I), table (56) lea\-es only 
and 
2q‘ll,(\ll,,%;~j) 0, if j ~+. I, (79) 
to he proved. Put w E 91, , .‘L’ c VI; i , J E ?[, , t’ c “1: 1 in (iii) to obtain 
(w, y, XZ) t %++‘a; : by (56). Hence ZL’(~*(XZ)) L; YIA:YI1: - %,(\!1~~%;:), 
implying (78). Put u: E \?lji (j f  ;j, x E ‘!I t : , y  E ?I, , z i- ‘3 ! ‘, in (iii) to obtain 
(w,y, XZ) = 0 by (56). Then u(y(.vz)) = (qj(.~z) t %,l(%tk?Lkh) I= 0 
by (76), implying (79). Hence ?I,7 L 3. Now flexibility implies that 
3 = ?I!+ f  ~U++‘21++ + (?I;&;+) 91, + (YL;:?l:,) 91” and we have, similarly, 
that 3 is a right ideal of VI. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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Later we shall also use additional multiplicative properties of elements in 
Pcirce spaces. For atj E PILj , bji c ?Iji , ci E 91, , we have 
(aij ) bji ) CJ -:-- 0 if i+j, WV 
since flexibility implies (ai, , b,i , c,) :m= -(cd , b;, , adj) =- 0 by (56). Put 
%C u,j E VI,, ) x = b I( ~91 )L , y  = c,, E II 11 ) c -: E in axiom (iii), and use 
flexibility, to obtain 
aLj(r,,bji) == -(b,, , aLj , c,,) if i +j. (81) 
In $5 we shall use I<. >IcCrimmon’s results on noncommutative Jordan 
algebras vvith a set er , ez ,..., 0, (t 1’ 3) of connected idempotents. An 
element .v in a noncommutative Jordan algebra 41 with 1 is called regular 
([a], p. 943) in case there exists y  in ?I satisfying 
Then e( and ej (; f  j) are said to be connected with indicator IJT = 0 (resp. 
cp =~: $) in case there is an element x in 
Wldei) + %(4) n (%(e,) + %(ej)) (resp. ‘!I ; ;(e,) n ?I ;s(ej)) 
which is regular in the subalgebra \?li(e, -/- ej) ([9], p. 190). McCrimmon has 
proved ([9], p. 191) that, in case I == er + e, + ... -+ e, in a noncommutative 
Jordan algebra ?I is the sum of t + 3 connected orthogonal idempotents 
with indicator F ~~~~ 0 (resp. y; ::~ a), then PI is associative (resp. a com- 
mutative Jordan algebra). 
I f  a generalized standard algebra is alternative, then the Peirce space 2ILLik 
relative to any idempotent e is 0 ([16], p. 32). This readily implies that, 
if B is an ideal in a generalized standard algebra ‘11, and if (rI/B is alternative, 
then VI,; C 23. Similarly, if !!I/23 is a commutative Jordan algebra, then 
‘!I 1,, -i- a,,, c 23. 
4. SEMISIMPLE ALGEBRAS 
U7e shall prove in this section that every simple finite-dimensional gener- 
alized standard algebra is either alternative or a commutative Jordan algebra 
(Theorem 6). On the basis of known results concerning noncommutative 
Jordan algebras, this implies that any finite-dimensional semisimple gener- 
alized standard algebra 41 is uniquely expressible as a direct sum 
?I -= ?I, 0 **. @ 21, of simple ideals 41, (Theorem 8). Since each of these 
simple ideals is a known algebra, the structure of finite-dimensional semi- 
simple generalized standard algebras is determined completely. 
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THEOREM 6. Let 21 be a simple jkite-dimensionul generalized standard 
algebra over F. Then ‘3 is either alteunntirre or a comnutati7;e Jordan algebra. 
Proof. !!I is a simple noncommutativc Jordan algebra, and is central 
simple over its center. U’e ma!- assume that P is the center of PI. ‘I’hen Albert 
has shown ([2], Chapter 1.) that \!I is one of the following: 
(4 a commutative Jordan algebra; 
(b) a quasi-associative algebra, so that there exists a central simple 
associative algebra ‘$3 over an extension I< of F such that YIK ~~ %(A) with 
multiplication 
,yy =ha ‘y +(I --X)yax, X + A in K, (8-T 
x - y  the associative multiplication in 93; or 
(c) a flexible quadratic algebra over F 
We may take ?I in (c) to be Foot commutative, since otherwise SU is included 
in (a). T1:e shall show that (b) Irn pl ies that 21 is associative, and that, assuming 
that 21 is not commutative, (c) implies that !!l is alternative. 
Consider (b): (82) and axiom (iii) imp117 that either 
X(1 - h) = 0, (83) 
or 
for all W, X, y, ,R in !B. Let Q be the algebraic closure of K. Then 2JQ is a total 
matrix algebra of degree rl . 1 over D. If  iz ~~~ I, then 23 = -Q, 91 m:~ I;’ is 
associative. Hence we may take IZ ., 2, so that Bi, contains eII , e,, , e,, , erl 
in a usual matric basis. Suppose that (84) holds in 93. Then (84) is valid 
in BQ , and we may Ict ec := u” == e,, , 1: -~ 3 ezl in (84). Then 
2(e,, - ell) = 0, a contradiction. Hence (83) holds, X Oorh 1, 
?IK = B(h) is associative, ?I is associative. 
Consider (c): ‘!I has degree two over F. By extension of the base field, 
we may as well assume that YI contains idempotents e and f  -- 1 - e such 
that 
21 = Fe -I- 21;(e) +~Ff (85) 
where Y[ ?F --: St+(e) satisfies (61). Since ‘?I is simple, Lemma 2 implies that 
either 3 L 0 or ,7 m= ‘11 for 3 in (75). But 3 is contained in Fe ml- 91,; + Ff. 
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Hence either 
or 
In the latter case, x, y  in BI imply that s = ae -+ c -/- p’, y  = ye + d + Sf 
(OL, p, y, S EF; c, d E tii;). Then (57) implies [x, y] = [c, d] = 0, so that BI is 
commutative, a contradiction. Hence (86) holds, and we have 
by (85). Then any x in ?I may be written as 
x = faze + alo + a01 + Pf, cx,,@~F, afjt’21ij. (87) 
In order to show that ?l is alternative, it is sufficient by flexibility to show that 
VI is left a1tevnatiz.e; that is, that 
(x, x, y) = 0 for all s, y  in 91. WI 
n’ow any 13,~ E ‘zIZj (i +j) is a commutator: b,, = [e, 6,,], 6,, = [6,, , e]. 
Then (20) implies (x, X, bij) = 0 for bij E’?I,~ (; fi). Hence, in order to 
verify (88) in $3, it is sufficient to verify 
(x, x, e) = 0 (89) 
for all x in (87), since (x, ~,f) = ( X, .x, 1 - e). Flexibility implies that 
(x, x, 4 = (alo , x, e) f  (ao1 , x, 4 
= (alo T alo j 4 +- (alo y  aol , 4 + (ao1 , alo 7 e) + (aol 7 aol j 4 
Kow (aij , a,( , e) = 0 for i f  j by (56). Also (aj, , aij , e) = 0 for i 1 j by 
(59). Hence (89) holds, and $3 is left alternative. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 6. 
Simple finite-dimensional alternative algebras and commutative Jordan 
algebras are completely known ([16]; [5]). Kleinfeld’s results [6] on simple 
accessible rings and simple standard rings lead us to the conjecture that any 
simple generalized standard ring is either alternative or a commutative 
Jordan ring. Since we have so far used axiom (v) only in $2, and not in the 
proof of Theorem 6, we sharpen the conjecture to the following: any simple 
ring which satisfies axioms (i)-( iv is either alternative or a commutative ) 
Jordan ring. Kleinfeld calls a ring “accessible” in case identities (7) and (14) 
hold, and proves that any simple accessible ring is either associative or 
commutative. It seems possible that there is also a definition of “generalized 
accessibility” with the property that any simple “generalized accessible” ring 
is tither alternative or commutative. Identity (20) seems a likely substitute 
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for (I 4). However, although axioms (i) and (ii) are valid in any commutative 
ring, they may be too weak to substitute for (7) in the definition of a “gencr- 
alized accessible” ring. 
=\ nodal algebra is a power-associative algebra ‘II with 1 over F such that 
every element of 21 is of the form Cal + a where Q: is in F and z is nilpotent, 
and ‘?I is not of the form !!I = Fl 1m +Jz for 91 a nilsubalgebra of 21. Kodal 
algebras exist among finite-dimensional noncommutative Jordan algebras [7], 
but cannot bc alternative or commutative Jordan algebras ([16], p. 38; [$l). 
‘I’HEOHEM 7. There a~ 110 finite-dimensiona/ nodal getreralbed standard 
ul,ebras. 
ProoJ. Suppose that ‘11 is a nodal generalized standard algebra. Then PI 
has a homomorphic image E which is a simple nodal algebra ([15], p. 117). 
Theorem 6 implies that G is either alternative or a commutative Jordan 
algebra, a contradiction. 
COROLLARY. Let ‘ZI be a~iinitr-dimensionalgeneralized standard algebra, and 
let 91 be its radical. Then 
(a) 91 coincides with the radical of 91’ ; 
(b) if e is an idempotent in 2, the?1 the radical of 91,(e) is Yt n i?&(e). 
Proof. Since 2[, is a generalized standard algebra for any- scalar extension 
K of the base field. 21K is without nodal subalgebras. Then ‘S coincides with 
the radical of 21-t ([/5], Theorem 3). The radical of the commutative Jordan 
algebra ?[r(e)+ is s%- n 2f,(e) ([j], $7.6, Lemma 1). This implies (b). 
THEOREM 8. dnJ> finite-dimensional semisimple geneIFalized standard algebra 
21 is uniquely expressible as a direct sum 
of simple ideals ?Ii . 
Proof. As in the proof of the Corollary above, this follows directly from 
the fact that 21K is without nodal subalgebras for any scalar extension K of the 
base field ([1.5], Theorem 4). 
A4 semisimple generalized standard algebra 21 over F is called separable 
in case the centers of the simple components of 21 are separable fields over F. 
Equivalently, 2I is separable in case o-IK is semisimple for every scalar 
extension K of F. 
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5. THE WEDDERBURNPRINCIPALTHEOREM 
Let ?I be an algebra of finite dimension over F with radical 92. The 
Weddevburn principal t/~or.errz states that, if Xi‘92 is separable, then ‘LI is the 
vector space direct sum ?I m: S + 92 where 6 is a subalgebra of ‘!I, S zx ‘LL%. 
The Wedderburn principal theorem is known to be true for alternati\e 
algebras ([12]; [f6], Theorem 3.18) and for commutative Jordan algebras 
([IO]; [5], Chapter VII). In this section we shall prove that it is true for 
generalized standard algebras (Theorem 11). 
The \Vedderburn principal theorem does not hold for noncommutative 
Jordan algebras. Previously we have cited a j-dimensional example in 
which it fails ([14], p. 147; [13], p. 477). \% ‘e are indebted to Armin Thcd! 
for the following 4-dimensional example (the low& possible dimension). 
Let ‘!L over F have basis 1, u, ‘L‘, z and multiplication table z? ~: z2 : -1, 
*u := --z’u = 2, uu” :: zu = ~2 = zz’ = 2 = 0. Since ‘!I is a flexible 
quadratic algebra, it is a noncommutative Jordan algebra. The radical 92 of ‘?I 
is 92 = Fz. (rIj92 is a 3-dimensional central simple commutative Jordan 
algebra. It is easy to see that ‘8 contains no subalgebra isomorphic to ‘X/91. 
Let B be an ideal of an algebra 55. For standard algebras ‘!I (including 
commutative Jordan algebras) it is known that 
is an ideal of 91 ([17], Lemma 1). This is a crucial fact in the proof of the 
Wedderburn principal theorem for standard algebras. For generalized 
standard algebras \!I me have been able to obtain that portion of this result 
which is essential in the proof of the Wedderburn principal theorem; namely, 
if 23 is an ideal in !!I, then there is an ideal SW of 81 satisfying 
B3CWCB2. (90) 
THEOREM 9. Let 23 be an ideal of a generalized standard algebra ‘!l. Then 
the following are also ideals of 91: 
21~2 i- ~2 _ ~281 i- ~", 
230 =: 233 + ?r(B%) f  (2323~) 21. 
Also 230 in (92) satisfies (90). 
(91) 
(92) 
Proof. Flexibility implies (6, , 6, , a) +- (a, 6, , 6,) = 0 for all a E 91, 
bi E %. Hence BW 5 W!?? + W and WY-C !W?2 + %“, implying the 
equality in (91). Put w = CE !?I, s m= b, E B, y  = a ~41, z = b,E %I in 
axiom (iii) to obtain c(a(b,b,)) E 81!B2 -+ W, implying ?I(‘%%“) C “X23’ + B2, 
so that 91%~ + W is a left ideal of ?l. Flexibility implies that 
(W41)YI c BH'P[ + WF + 9qww)i \2w + w !Bw + !I?, so that 
%?I i W is a right ideal of ?I. Hence (91) is an ideal of Y[. 
Put zc -= b, , x ==~ b, ,y = b, , u” (1 in axiom (iii) to obtain a(b3(b2b1)) E W 
for u E PI, bj E !IJ, implying the first part of 
!qg!q c 233, (2m3) ‘!I c 233. (93) 
Flesibilit~ irnplies (23%) YI C !W -: 1![(‘21’23”) = ?P, completing the proof of 
(93). LVe note that (92) and (93) imply that 
‘23” gi” - p[%Ji” -~ qpj[. (94) 
In order to show that CBCJ is an ideal of !!I, it remains to show that 
ar(q%2%)) ‘I <so, ((23233”) YI) PI c W’, (95) 
and 
(9I(cB~B))Yl c w, !q(23B2) '21) c w. (96) 
For all a, E 91, b t LB, c E W, fesibility implies (q , a, , cb) + (cb, a2 , a,) = 0, 
so that al(a2(cb)) E X%J3 - S341 C W by (93) and (94), yielding the first part 
of (95). Also flexibility implies (q , Us , bc) + (bc, n, , al) := 0 for all ui E 91, 
b t 23, c E Sz, so that ((br) CI~) a, t S3’!I $- ?EB3C !P b\r (93) and (94), 
completing the proof of (95). ‘I’o prove (96) we use axiom (v): 
D,,,, = [L,r ,U i [L,, , n,l + [R,. , K,l ‘. d 15 a erivation of ‘!I for all X, y  in 91. 
Clearly SD,,,, L % since C!3 is an ideal. ‘Then 
!BH”D,.,, r 233 for all s, y  in !!I, (97) 
since WD C (‘230) % + !S(SD) for any derivation II. Also (97) implies 
(W23) D,p, i, c 2328 for all X, y  in %, (98) 
since (r23%) 11 C (2J20) % r~ W(SD) for any derivation D. Hence 
(x(!i!Y%)) y  :- (B%)L,.R,, 
c (233”B) I),,, ~- (%2’23) R,L,. + ~~(~I@%)) -k ((WB) 90 91 
(-1 33 _ 91231" 1 '13" -1 c$39[ = ,gpJ 
by (98), (93), (95) and (94), implying the first psrt of (96). Sirnilarlp, 
(LWJV) D,.., C WW, from which we obtain ~((23%~)~) C W, completing the 
proof of (96). \Ve have sho~vn that (92) is an ideal of ?1. 
By definition S3 C W. Also W ir W. Tn order to prove (90), it remains 
to prove 
(%iw) 91 c ‘13” (99) 
and 
q‘H’23) c w. (100) 
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put u: == b, E B, s = u E yf ,  y  = b, E B, z =- 6, E 23 in axiom (iii) to obtain 
a((b,b,) b3) T (bl(b2b3)) a E B3 C W (101) 
by (93). Flexibility implies (a, b,b, , b3) + (6, , b,b, , u) = 0, so that 
-a((b,b,) b3) + (bs(blb.,)) u E 23)“. (102) 
&\dding (101) and (102), we have 
(b,(b,b,) tm b3(b1b2)) aE 2P (103) 
for all bi E %, n E +I[. The linearized form of axiom (ii) is 
H(x,y, 2) w + H(w,y, z) x = H(x,y, wz) + H(w,y, xx) (104) 
for all ZC, X, y, x in %. Put w = b, , s = a, y  = b, , z = 6, in (104) to obtain 
(b,(b,b,) $ b,(b,b,) -t 2b,(b, . b3)) a E 2Y (105) 
by (93). Subtracting (103) from (105), we have 
(b,(b, . b,)) a E 2V (106) 
for all b; E 23, a E 21. Now (54) implies 
[b, . b, , b21 a = (b, . [b, , b,] + [b, , haI . 4) a. 
Hence (93) and (106) imply that 
Mb, 9 &I t b,[b, 3 bd a E 2~’ (107) 
for all b, t B, a E BI. Also (106) implies 
(b,(b, . b2) + b,(b, . b,)) a E 2Y (108) 
for all b, E B, a E PI. Then (107) and (108) imply 
Mb&J -t Mb,b,)) a E 2~ (109) 
for all hi E ZB, a E ‘!I. Subtracting (109) from (103), we have 
(b,[b, , b3]) a t 2F (110) 
for all hi E %, a E ‘21. Then (106) and (110) imply (b1(b2b3)) a E W, implying 
(99). Finally, flexibility implies, for a E ?[, b E %, c E W, that 
u(cb) -2 (UC) b + (bc) a - b(m) E (?W) 23 + (23B2) ‘8 + 23(2J2’21) C 2J2 
by (99). This implies (100) and completes the proof of Theorem 9. 
Let B be any ideal in a generalized standard algebra ?L Define BCi) 
inductively by 




By (91) we obtain a descending chain 
gjjto, > f&3(1> 1 . . . > ~0,) >_ . . . 
of ideals of ‘LL which we call a Penico sequence, as in the case of standard 
algebras ([I7], $4). We call 23 Penico solvable in case there is some Ii for 
which %<A) = 0. If  B is Penico solvable, then 23 is solvable, since !Bci) 1 %‘I) 
in (27) for i = 0, 1, 2,... . For finite-dimensional algebras we prove the 
converse. As in [17] we model our proof on an unpublished proof by 
McCrimmon for the commutative Jordan cast. 
I f  !ZS), 0 are ideals of a nonassociative algebra VI, then 
[C:B] =(TE!lq~)~23TTC~ 
is an ideal of the multiplication algebra (3.11(!X). In a generalized standard 
algebra 2t, 230 in (92) is an ideal, so that 
Q = [W : 231 (112) 
is an ideal of !Jl1(5!1). Also 
B)Q i p. (113) 
THEOREM 10. Any solvable ideal 23 of a finite-dimensional generalized 
standard algebra 9I is Penico solvable. 
Proof. We shall prove that, if 23 is any ideal of finite codimension in a 
(possibly infinite-dimensional) generalized standard algebra ‘II, then 
B((rL;z) c s&J - if 2n - 1 > dim ‘%!I/%. (114) 
This is sufficient to prove the theorem, since (114), (90) and the assumed 
finite-dimensionality of ?I guarantee the existence of an integer t such that 
&ct) C Kg _C K2 = (X(l) for every ideal 0 of ‘X Then %3cei ’ C Z3(s) for any 
ideal !L?3, as may be seen by induction: 
If  S is solvable, then %3cit) C B(L) = 0 f  - or some k, and % is Penico solvable. 
In order to prove (114), we adjoin 1 to ‘2I to obtain VI, = Fl + %, so that 
sJj<i+1) = qgj<;i>)z 
in (11 I). We shall show first that, for any n, 
iB(~~+2) L !B(L(23, \LI,)L(ti,))“” (I@, 21,) + R(%, ti,))L(??I,) t 230, (115) 
where L(%I, ‘$I,) (resp. R(%, 5’1,)) denotes the set of all left (resp. right) 
multiplications of 2LI corresponding to elements of 23. By (113) and (90) we 
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know that Q contains Lblb, , LblLb2 , Rb1L,2 , Lb1Rb2 , l$,, and Rb1Rb2 for 
all bi E !B. Hence (36) and (37) Imply that 
L,lR,R, = L,*L,L, mod Q, (116) 
L,,R,L, = L,,(L,R, mod 0, (117) 
R,fL,R, sit L,(Ri,R,, mod Q, (118) 
R,tR,L, ES L,fL,L, mod Q, (119) 
and 
R,rL,L, = LbjRaLb mod Q, (120) 
for all 6, b’ E 23, a E ‘L[, . Also (116) and (118) imply 
R,fL,R, = L,fL,L,, mod Q, (121) 
while (117) and (120) imply 
R,tL,L, GE Lb,LaRb mod Q, (122) 
for all b, b’ E !B, a E 6X, . Put w = b’E23, x = bE?B, y = a~%~ in (24) 
to obtain 
L cbb’,n IE -L,L,L,r - L,,L,R, mod Q 
by (116) and (117), implying 
L(%W, ) (![I) _c L(B, 211) L(~U,)(L(% 2&) + R(23, 21,)) + Q. (123) 
We prove (115) by induction on n. The case n = 0 is given by 
B(L(!& ?I,) + R(?B, 21,)) L(‘U,) + 9’ = 2l,B* + 2P = %(l) + 29 r, B”). 
iVe assume (115), and prove that 
23(+3) L iB(L(!.B, ‘LI,) L(21,))2’n+1’ (L(iB, 2I,) + R(B, a,)) L(21,) + 230. (124) 
Kow (115) and (123) imply that 
~H(wt3) = ~~,(‘H(7c+2))2 
c q~‘l’~‘“-e’) 
= %(‘“+2’L(%23’1’, er,) L((u,) 
where we have written S(23) = L(B, 2IJ + R(23, 2lJ for typographical 
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reasons. Module !P, the right hand side of (125) is spanned by elements of 
the form 
b-L&q “’ Lb,,La,,,sbs~~iiL,L,, I iLh,, / k%, / ~sb~,i ,,L% I:I (126) 
where S -= L or R. If  Sb,,+, = LbZR+l , the element (126) is contained in the 
right hand side of (124). I f  Sbzn+l = Rb,,+, and Sb,,+, -= Lbe,+s, then (113) 
and two applications of (122) h s ow that, modulo BU, the element (126) is 
congruent to 
If Sb2,+l = Rb2,+l and Sb,,+, = Rb2,+s ) we use (122) and (121) to see that, 
modulo !P, the element (126) is congruent to 
(128) 
Since both (127) and (128) are contained in the right hand side of (124) we 
have established (124). This proves (115) by induction, as desired. 
Now put w = a, E $3,) x = a2 E ‘(I, , 3’ = b, t !B in (24), and multiply 
on the left by Lb1 and on the right by Lb, for 6, E LB, to obtain 
by (119). We prove 
mod I (130) 
as follows. For a, E !H, , hi E %, put zc 6, , x = b,b, , J’ a2 , z -= u1 in 
(104), and multiply on the left by b, E %, to obtain 
M@A) 4 6,) ~2 - 4KbA) 4 b,)) t W,, (131) 
since the ideal B’ contains ?P. Then (131) implies that 
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by (120), (116) and (132), implying (130). Ken- (129) and (130) imply 
Lbl(LqLbzLaz -1 k&b~Ll) Lo, E Q. (133) 
Hence, modulo Q, 
is an alternating function of a, , a, ,..., n,,-, t 91, , and 
f  (aI ,..., s--1) E Q if a; = aj for some i 1 j. (134) 
Alsof(a, , a, ,..., uzn-r) is inn if any ai is in ZB. If  2n - 1 > dim 41/B, the a, 
cannot be independent modulo Fl i- %. Hencef(a, ,,.., uzn-r) is in I: w-hen 
2n ~ 1 > dim $X/LB, and (115) implies that ~%~~~+a) C BE + W = W by 
(113). This establishes (114), and completes the proof of Theorem 10. 
THEOREM 11 ( Wedderburn principal theorem). Let Y[ be a jinite-dimensional 
generalized standard atgebra over F, and let !Yl be the radical of ?I. I f  %,i’% is 
separable, then 
?I = G + 91 (direct sum) 
where G is a subalgebra of ‘3, 6 E YI,“Jl. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that for standard algebras in [17]. We map 
take 99 f  0. Then 91 contains properly the ideal %<I). For if $Jl(‘: :: ,Jl, then 
cj] _ ‘3@ = gp _ . . . _ SC”) := 0 for some k, since the solvable ideal 91 
is Penico solvable by Theorem 10. Hence the usual reduction can be made to 
the case W = 0 ([/I, p. 47). As in [17] we may also make three further 
reductions which are customary ([f6], pp. 64-65; [.j], Chapter \‘II). IYe ma! 
assume that 91 contains 1, and that F is algebraically closed. Also we may- 
take ‘S/91 to be (central) simple. For, if 1!1W %r (51 ... s?<: SF, ‘11, simple, 
the identity elements of the %? arc pairwise orthogonal idempotents in 
Pl’m;!W : (S/S)+. In the commutative Jordan algebra “1; they may be lifted 
to pairwise orthogonal idempotents e, satisfying 1 ~= e, ... -f e,. . But 
the ci arc also pairwisc orthogonal idcmpotents in 91. By the Corollary to 
Theorem 7, the radical of ?l,(e,) is 91 n %,(e,) (i = I,..., r). This sufhces 
to reduce the proof of the theorem to the cast whcrc qI/!R is (central) simple. 
Theorem 6 implies that the central simple algebra ?il/!lL is cithcr alternative 
or a commutative Jordan algebra. Now 1 E ,?I may be written as 
1 ~= e, $ ... f  e, for pairwise orthogonal idempotents ei in %!I where t is the 
degree of G!l/‘Jr. In cast t = 1 the \Vedderburn principal thcorcm is trivial: 
\!I contains Fl. As in [17] we give separate proofs for the casts t :m 2 and 
t 53. 
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Let ?[,‘!I? be a (central) simple commutative Jordan algebra of degree 2. 
Since E’ is algebraically closed, ?I/% has a basis [1], [zr] ,..., [E,~~], wz ., 2, 
v-here [x] denotes the residue class [x] .w f  !R of x E ‘$I, and where 
[Vi]’ =1 [I], kJ[~J = PI if iFj (i, j = 1 ,..., nz). 
Since 41~’ is a commutative Jordan algebra with radical ‘JZ 1, and 
!!I+/%- L- (lXj’Jz)+ = 21/m, the JYedd Lb et urn principal theorem for com- 
mutative Jordan algebras implies that there are elements u1 ,..., ZI,,, in ‘2I 
which satisfy 
u,z : 1 24; . 74, -.z 0 for i$j (i,j = 1 ,‘.., 772). (135) 
Kow c :-- &(I + ui) is an idempotent in $I, and we have 
u< E \!l;(e) = 2a,, --- 21: -k \?I,,, (i = 2,..., 772) 
in the Peirce decomposition (55) relative to e. N:rite 
Ui L F( + s, i- t, (i L- 2,..., 712) 
for 1’; E ‘!I,, , S, E 91+; , t ,  E “I,, . By the final paragraph of $3 we have 
YI,,, i- PI,, C 91. Hence (56) and W 0 imply 
u u 7: s s E ?I, -~ +A, 1, I, (i, j = 2 ,..., m). (136) 
\Vriting si = 21i = 2e - 1, \vc have 
sz c 1 
SISj = s,sl == 0 (i -. I,..., 777; j : 2,..., T72) (137) 
and 
s,sj = Cl $- co ) Cl t 21, ) r,E2LI, (if/; i,j = 2 ,..., Vz). (138) 
By (135) and (136) WC have 0 = u,uj + uju, = s,sj + sjsi for i f  J’ 
(i,j =- 3 ,..., r72), so that 
[s, ) s,] L- 2c, I 2C” (139) 
by (138). Put x ~ s, , y  = sj , zc :m z =m e in axiom (iii) to obtain [s? , z.,] : 0 
by flexibility. Then (138) and (139) imply that 
s,s, z= 0 (i,j = 2 ,..., m), (140) 
so that (137) and (140) imply that 1 , si ,..., q ,,i form a basis for a subalgebra of 
?I which is isomorphic to 9IPX. 
Let 41/91 be a (central) simple associative algebra of degree 2 over the 
algebraically closed field F. Then 9(/S is isomorphic to the algebra of all 
2 x 2 matrices over F, and (a[/‘%) + is a central simple commutative Jordan 
algebra of degree 2. By the \Vedderburn principal theorem for commutative 
Jordan algebras, PI+ contains elements ui , ug , us satisfying (135). We have 
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seen that u2 is in the Peirce space VI.;(e) = BI,, f  PI ;; + VIu,, relative to the 
idempotent e = ;(I + ul). Write 
u2 = a,, t a$+ + a01 7 a,? E VI,,(e). 
Since 2I/% is alternative, we have 91 B ;. i_c 5% by the final paragraph of 93. Then 
(56), (59) and !J12 = 0 imply that u2? = alnaOl T uOla10 where alOaOl E UI, , 
aOlaln E ?I,. But uz2 = 1 -= e + (1 - e), so that a 1” a 01 == e, UOIUIO z= 1 -e. 
Hence ?I contains elements zlii = e, urz = al,,, uzl =z a,, , up2 == 1 - e 
which form the basis for a subalgebra G with multiplication table 
uijuILI. = Sj,ui, (i, j, k, I = 1, 2), 6 E ‘?I!% as desired. 
Next assume that aI/% is a (central) simple alternative, but not associative, 
algebra (of degree 2) over F. Then %j‘S is a split Cayley algebra 
K = w f  [w] w, (141) 
where %I1 is the algebra of all 2 x 2 matrices over F and 
[zu]2 = [I]. (142) 
h-ow (a/m)- = (5’ is a central simple commutativ-e Jordan algebra of 
degree 2. By the Wedderburn principal theorem for commutative Jordan 
algebras, BI contains a subspace 2 such % = 2 + %, ‘X+ is a subalgebra 
of s?P, 2-t E Ct. There exist orthogonal idempotents en , e22 in Z such that 
ell -t- e22 = 1 and the elements [eii] are contained in the matric basis ([e,j]> 
of $351’. Let s be the element of 2 such that [s] = [en,] + [e2i] in ‘331’. Then 
2+ g Kf implies s 1 s = 1, eji * s == is, so that 
s2 = 1, eiis = se,j (ifj) (143) 
Write er y= e,, and e, = et2 . Then s E PI ; = %:(e,) implies 
s = SlO + S:* f  S()l , Sij E %,,(e,). (144) 
As in the associative case above, (143) and (144) imply that 
sijsji = ei for i#j (i,j = 0, l), (145) 
so that e i , si,, , s,,r , e, form a matric basis for a total matrix subalgebra !IA of ‘!I. 
For 6 -= aer + psi0 + ys,,r + 6e, E %N (a, /3, y, 6 EF), the mapping 
b --f 6 = Se, - /%,, - ysol + aeO (146) 
is an involution of ‘351. In order to show that ?I contains a Cayley subalgebra 
(z CC:), it is sufficient to show the existence of an element w E ?I, a $ !W, 
satisfying 
u(vb) = a(zb) for all a, b E 911, 





(7z)(z6) l/n for all a, b t 9X (149) 
NOK 9.X is the image of !131 under the natural homomorphism of 9[ onto & 
in (141) and [sr,J 7: [err], [s,,,] = [e,,]. 1 n X choose the represcntativc w of 
[zc]. C’ayley multiplication in K implies that 
2[e,] . [w] -1 [WI, hi,1 . [ml r PI (if,;; i,; = 0, 1). (150) 
Hence w . ‘1: 1, er . ;i( = Aw, s . w -= 0 by (142) and (150), implying 
w2 _ , (151) 
and 
ZL’S -L ---SW (152) 
with 
7.9 == WI,) + ru; ; $- wuol E YI &). 
As above, (I 5 I) and (153) imply 
W,jWji = e, for i$j (i, j -= 0, 1). 
By the same reasoning, (144) (I 52) and (153) imply 





pzj = w’ij $- Si,(W,,Sij) = wij - s,i(sjiw,j) 
for i F j (i, j = 0, 1). Since YI1: i 91, \ve have 
[7u~isi,l = [w~il[si,l = ([wl[pil)[si~l = [WI(~S~jl[e,l) 
by multiplication in the Cayley algebra Cc. Hence 
w,,s,, t ‘34 
implying 
[PLII -== [~,,I 





(SiP,, > Sli, w,,) = -(wjl ) s,; ) s,jw,,) E BI,PI, + %,j(Bl,j\21i) == 0 
by (56), so that ((siiwrl) s,,) wj, (s,,zc~,)~ E W := 0 by (157) and (I 55). 
Similarly, z~~,,(s~~(w,~s~?)) =:- 0. Hence 
P,,P,, = ei j (159) 
since PtjPi( = wilwli + w~,(s~,(w~~s,~)) + (slj(wjlsij)) wji = ei by (154). Also 
szjPji = 07 pjcyi, = 0 for if j. (160) 
For .qr,pJi := s,~zu~~ - s,~(s,,(s~,zL.~)) = 0 by (80) and (145), and similarly 
p,(s!, Pm 0. Write 
v ~ PlO + PO, * (161) 
Then c I$ ‘JJ1 by (I 58) since [w] $ YJJJ1’, and 
a:2 = 1 (162) 
by (59) and (159). Now (I 60) implies 
s,,v = -vs,, for i+j (i,j = 0, 1). 
Also e,v r;e,, by (161), so that 
hv = vb for all b E ‘JJ1 (163) 
by (146). Csing the basis e, , sio , so1 , e, for ‘3JL, verification of (147) is a 
routine multiplication which involves (56), (58), (160) and the following 
products: 
vsij = PljSij for if j (i,j = 0, 1) (164) 
by (160) and (161); 
“ijy;j”;j = 0 for X;j ) Jlj E Pl;j (i #j; i,j 10, I), (165) 
since ~~~~~~~~~ E 91i n ?Ij = 0 by flexibility and (56); 
sij(Pjisji) = -P,i for id’ / J (i,j = 0, 1) (166) 
by (Sl), (157) and (160). Then flexibility, (163) and (147) imply (148) since 
(vu) b = a(ab) - (b, a, a) =mm z(ab) - (ba) v j b(ua) 
= v(ab + [6, n]) = v(ab $ [b, u]) = v(ba) 
for all a, h E ‘331. In order to verify (149), we prove first the special case 
z!(eb) = b for all b E ‘331. (167) 
Using the basis e, , si,) , s(,i , e,, of ‘331, verification of (167) is also a routine 
multiplication, involving the following products: 
Pu(PtPtj) = O for i#j (i, j = 0, 1) 
by (58) and (165); 
P,j(PiJjf) = sji for i fj (i,j = 0, 1) 
by @I), (159) and (160). Then, in order to prove (149), we put w = x = v, 
y  =: a E 9J& z == b E ‘YJ2 in axiom (iii) to obtain 
2(v, a, vb) = [‘d, (a, b, a)] 
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by- (162) and (167). Then 
2(z’a)(zb) = 2a(a(c6)) T [a, qa, b]] -= 2& + [a, b] - zfa, b] .3 = 26a: 
by (147), (148) and (167), implying (149). Th’ IS completes the proof of the 
\Yedderburn principal theorem for the case where 9[/‘31 has degree 2. 
There remains the case where BI, 91 is a (central) simple generalized stand& 
algebra of degree t L; 3. We know that 1 = er ... ~- rl for pairv\ix 
orthogonal idempotents e, in 21. U-e shall show that the idcmpotents e, and e, 
(i +j) are connected. Let % = VI ( 1 e, 7 e,). The Corollary- to Theorem 7 
implies that the radical of !B is B n ‘31. XOU 
In both the alternative and commutativ-e Jordan cases, (!!l/%)i([e, -( e,]) is 
a central simple algebra of degree 2. FYe have shown that any such residue 
class algebra may be lifted, so we know that % contains a subalgebra with 
identity ei + ej which is a central simple generalized standard algebra of 
degree 2. In case a/% is alternative, % contains a total matrix subalgebra ‘JJ1 
with matric basis uiz = ei , uij , uji , u,, =~ e, . Then 
is regular in ?B since (uij -+ uj2)2 = ei -1 P, . Thus the idempotents e, , e, are 
connected with indicator y  = 0. As mentioned in $3, McCrimmon’s results 
([9], p. 191) imply that the algebra ?I itself is associative, in which case the 
Wedderburn principal theorem is known to be true. Similarly, if a(/‘$ is a 
commutative Jordan algebra, 23 contains elements ui == e, - e, , u1 ,..,, u,,~ 
Cm > 2) satisfying z+F = ei $ ej , u,.ul =-: 0 (k f  I; lz, 1 - I,..., ~7). Then 
u2 E 21;;(ei) n 5X*+(q) is regular in !B, and the idempotents e, , ej are 
connected with indicator g, = 4. McCrimmon’s results imply that ‘Lt itself is 
a commutative Jordan algebra, in which case the 1Vedderburn principal 
theorem is known to hold. This completes the proof of Theorem 11. 
Note added in proof : Armin l’hedy has proved that $3 J is an ideal of ‘U in (19). 
His proof, for characteristic f 3 in a more general situation, is readily adapted for 
generalized standard algebras to include characteristic 3. Hence 23” -= W in (92). 
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